The Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act represents a once-in-a-generation opportunity to rebuild our nation’s transportation system for the safe movement of people and wildlife.

**Wildlife Infrastructure Funding Guide**

*forthcoming early 2024*

Comprehensive guide to discretionary and formula IIJA funding programs for which wildlife infrastructure is eligible. Learn about funding opportunities, project and applicant eligibility, selection criteria and more.

**Wildlife Infrastructure Funding Snapshot**

tinyurl.com/arc-funding-snapshot

Overview of program parameters across IIJA funding programs for which wildlife infrastructure is eligible.

**Wildlife Infrastructure Funding Updates**

[arc-solutions.org/dedicated-funding]

Stay up to date on developments in funding opportunities for wildlife infrastructure projects.

**Wildlife Infrastructure Funding Calendar**

tinyurl.com/arc-funding-calendar

Overview of anticipated Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) release dates and previous funding cycles.

**ARC Solutions Newsletter**

eepurl.com/dbG12v

Sign up to be notified of publication releases and funding updates.

**Questions?** Contact Renee Callahan (rcallahan@arc-solutions.org)